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updated and expanded by findings from attachment based research The Animal Connection: A New Perspective on 
What Makes Us Human: 

2 of 2 review helpful Must readingfor those with an interest in our past By Bruce A Agnew A fascinating well written 
book blending human evolutionary history with the development of animal domestication dogs cats horses and the 
history of less friendly human animal relations lions and tigers and bears etc Humans are clearly the dominant species 
on Planet Earth but we didn t get here on our own and we are not alo A bold illuminating new take on the love of 
animals that drove human evolution Why do humans all over the world take in and nurture other animals This 
behavior might seem maladaptive after all every mouthful given to another species is one that you cannot eat but in 
this heartening new study acclaimed anthropologist Pat Shipman reveals that our propensity to domesticate and care 
for other animals is in fact among our species greatest str ldquo Pat Shipman gathers together the results of many 
archaeological studies and she clearly shows how animals were intimately involved in the development of early 
humans Both animal lovers and readers who are interested in human psychology will not be abl 
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